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"Humph! From the moment you set sail, you are traitors to A. I am Ando! A spy for M's
Mechanical Legion, and anyone around you in here could be one of mine! If once my orders are

given and someone fails to carry them out, you will receive military punishment!" Ando sneered.

At these words, many of those who were in the dark glanced towards the people

around them, only they looked like traitors and took several unconscious steps back, obviously
afraid! But such fear spread through the crowd ......

They were suspicious of anyone around them ......

Of course, what they feared most was the phrase military punishment!

What is military punishment on the battlefield?

It's a cold shot!

You never know where that shot, the shot that takes a life, is going to come from!

They want to live too ......



"Anyone! Once you fail to carry out my orders, you will be punished militarily, so
if you want to live, you will follow me and do this job! I know you people don't want to die or
mutiny, but now that the situation has been created, there is no room for regret! I won't tell you
which of you are my men, nor will I tell my men which of you are my planted men! So you will
not die if you carry out the orders! And when you succeed, I will take you into the military zone
of the high seas, where the war-mongers' paradise will be!" Ando shouted cheerfully, as if he had
seen victory.

The desperate A-Navy had all sorts of thoughts going through their minds, traitors,
living, war ...... and some wanted to sell their lives to their country, but when they looked around,
there was no one they could trust ......

So, finally a voice that wants to live, faintly rings out! It was even going to take
over their brain thinking!

Not afraid of an idea maniac, just afraid that after this fanatical idea survives, you
want to implement the road, there are countless cold shots, right in front of you, when you hesitate
for a second, you will get a cold bullet ......

The shroud of death is spread across the inside of the three warships. In addition to
so few exposed M military spies protecting Ando, there are countless others among the
crowd ......

Some people are crying! Eyes red, finally don't Ando drank: "Return to your posts,
I don't want you to die in my hands, after all, I've been familiar with some of you people for
months, some for years!"



This icy voice filled the inside of the submarine? Zero Earth Serving Whisking

Land Covering Ground?!

"Take your positions!"

"Fire!"

Six seconds passed!

Ando shouted!

At the same time!

Three warships A74D torpedoes shot out from under the water, blue flames rolled
the sea floor around inside, a deep blue look, favoring the colorful, but unfortunately, it was the
taste of war ......

and at the same time!

"Bang bang bang ......" there were six shots fired out.



The silence inside the warship was unbearable, someone was dead ...... right in
their ears, and dead as fast as the day could be ......

Ando did not have the extra nonsense to feel sorry for these people nor did he
scold but said indifferently, "If there is one more moment of hesitation, my bullets, will pass
through the inside of your brains!"

The air froze, crying this people no longer have a voice, only one thought in mind,
live ......

They stared at Yuan Wu, then looked to their own country!
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Farewell! My dear motherland, my mother! Forced to tread this path with no choice! War may be

like that, and some young seaman inside the submarine, his heart depressed and his mind bitter,
his brain buzzing, could still accept the situation.

"I will never be remembered by anyone ever again, I will be a sinner to my family!
My whole life, who will record it for me?" A naval man muttered, as he pondered the purpose of
living ......

He can't think, but knows, he doesn't want to die ......



Three Chinese made A74D torpedoes fired towards Yuanwu!

Feeling the three incomparably speedy torpedo bombs, Yuan Wu's face was flat
and finally shook his head and lost his smile, "Home-made torpedoes, used in open warfare, are
actually shot towards himself! It's really comical! But this thing, it was a threat to me before, now?
Not really!"

Like a giant shark swimming fast, the torpedo was extremely fast and threatening!
It also carries the ability to track and follow its target, making it a very powerful offensive killing
torpedo that belongs in the top five tiers of existence worldwide!

But as a Grand Master, Yuan? But as a Grand Master, Gen. Takeshi drew a

machete from his waist, not only was it not flashy, but it had a few notches and a curved blade,
the curved blade had an outwardly concave mouth full of murderous intent, it was a bloodbath!

Yuanwu stepped on the waves of the sea, slammed on this wave, a borrowed force,
directly shot up, towards the air, in his wake followed by three torpedoes diving out of the sea!

The moment they came out of the sea, there was a red light and smoke!

Three torpedoes blocked off his room to retreat and he had only one leg to run! A
run with the speed of the torpedoes!



Inside Ando's eyes, the torpedoes were faster than the Genbu's speed, and a lot

faster!

Inside the eyes of Du ten Imbrudo, it was extremely dangerous! Imbrudo listened

to the news reported up by his men, still in some disbelief! In the waterfront area, there was a
military spy of this magnitude hiding in Country A, and three submarines had been turned at the

same time? How much of a threat was this? For a small country near the sea, if three submarines
were to infiltrate the waters and carry the A74D torpedoes made in China, they would really

destroy the coastal bases! The entire coastline would be taken over!

Du X is sweating profusely, his hands are clenched tightly, the nails are seeping
into the heart of his hands, his adjutant is equally nervous, lowering his head and swallowing his

saliva's, watching Du X's hands bleed, and then he himself is also eating a bit of pain, he looks at
his own hands, also seeped by the nails, bleeding bright red, only he doesn't care!

Lin Hao sensed a small military warship battle group battle erupting some
distance away from him!

He sensed Yuan Wu's aura, and as expected, Yuan Wu was intercepted, in fact he
himself hadn't put too much thought into Yuan Wu's support, it was just another matter of him
coming, and him not coming!

"Heh heh! King Hua Xia, a battle between us is a battle between us! I thought that
I alone could kill you alone! Now it seems that I was conceited, and I thank you for showing me

what it means to be outside the sky and outside the people! Thank you for letting go of my pride

and conceit, and for killing you, I will be so strong that I will be afraid of the rest!" The Forest
Wolf T4000's two claws viciously probed up and grabbed, ten silver lights with a destructive
killing intent, devouring the air and slashing viciously towards Lin Hao's head!
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Lin Hao hurriedly backed up!

At the same time staring at the Forest Wolf T4000, his speed was down, but
under his defensive shield, Lin Hao really didn't dare to exchange one punch for another with him
again like before, thought because he knew that if he couldn't break his defense, a punch under
the Extreme Dao wouldn't be effective! It would even bring devastating damage to himself!

How should he break the game.

He was a little anxious? Close Yi Lu Zhai Zero picking up Xilu?!

"That defensive shield's defensive state is just too vicious! The Hua Xia King
doesn't dare to go up and fight him physically at all! The Huaxia King's strength is undeniable
and his physical skills are strong, the Forest Wolf T4000 would definitely not be a match for the

Huaxia King without this defense shield, but unfortunately, the Huaxia King is not me, I have a
divine collection to cast that can defeat one third of this defense shield's energy in one strike!"
Pope Peter stared at Lin Hao, he could see that Lin Hao was already a little anxious!

Lin Hao's outburst he looked at was still very strong, much stronger than before,
but unfortunately. The Mechanical Legion was still very functional, think of this skill, the average
person was no match for them at all! Of course the mechanics had their own drawbacks, it was
unmistakable, it was the law of nature! It's just a pity that it's a bit cruel to Lin Hao at this
moment!



The situation is ever-changing, Biggle looks on and can't believe who the situation
will eventually fall in favour of, nowadays he feels that both of them will be able to win in the end,
after all, no one knows who the scales of victory will fall in favour of next ......

The giant eagle king is rich in combat experience, also can see that before Lin Hao
once had the upper hand, but when the forest wolf T4000 cast out the defense shield, he saw with

the speed of the naked eye to see the Chinese king back to the previous routed appearance, simply,
too tragic! Such a strong man, to be sanctioned by technology, just thinking about it, who is not
sanctioned by technology? If there were no absolute technological sanctions, then the powerful
would unify the world ......

Just having this thought out, the Giant Eagle King shook his head again, thinking
that it was unrealistic, after all, from ancient times to the present, that region of China had only

ridden on horses before moving from the East Asian continent to the interior of Europe, and the

technology back then was not developed enough to reach world unification ......

So, he was a bit confused ......

The battle continues! Forest Wolf T4000 is proud, but now no longer blind,
which is why Lin Hao now looks anxious against the battle, a strong man with full defense, now
becomes cautious, there is really no way to take him in a short time ......

Still the same question, how to break the game?



The whole world is staring here, all looking towards the end! Will the powerful,
mysterious and ancient China win, or will the now technologically advanced M Nation dominate

the world? This is a battle for world dominance! This battle is no longer a simple personal feud,
nor is it simply a matter of Lin Hao trying to save Shen Xiyan!

On top of the Chinese warship, the chief officer was anxiously looking at Lin Hao
with his binoculars, while his other eye was busy looking at Yuan Wu! This battle had now risen

to a different level!

He had received orders which told him that this battle was crucial and that he
needed to cooperate fully and make sure to protect Lin Hao and Yuan Wu! But he knew that he

had such an idea, but with so many warships watching, how could he act?
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The warships of all the nations began to move slowly, and before long five or six small groups of

warship formations were formed, which was a sign that any of the nations, were under orders from
the top of each country!

Du X was so anxious that he was looking left and right, just like the Chinese chief
officer, only the more he looked, the more anxious he became! Everywhere, there was not the
situation he had imagined he was expecting!

Although Yuanwu had an easy time of it, dodging three A74D torpedoes, Ando's
bombs were blocking his attack and his approach to Lin Hao as if for nothing, and now Yuanwu

was surrounded by three submarines in a triangle!



It was like fighting a trapped beast!

It was a dangerous situation, but the good thing was that Yuan Wu was so strong

that the usual bomb shells and bullets didn't threaten him!

It's also a good thing that the A74D torpedoes don't carry a lot of them, so Yuan
Mo can just hold on for a while and then he can get out!

But what about the Chinese King Lin Hao?

Now losing ground, fighting from low altitude to high school!

Now the two are standing on a small island, two peaks above each other, Lin Hao
straight away, his body covered in wounds, the places cut by sharp claws, with traces of
gunpowder burns, the blood already blackened!

It's like a body full of bruises!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 stood on top of the mountain, panting heavily, his
energy was rapidly depleting, he had already used one half of it, but the situation was clear and he
had the upper hand, otherwise he would have lost!



Feeling the rate at which the defence shield was using up energy, he secretly
decided that he must not delay any longer!

It was just that this King of China was simply an immortal mantis, his will to fight
was too strong, every time he was hit by himself, but every time he was able to dodge when he
was fatally wounded, if he hadn't looked at his scaly appearance, he would have really thought

that the King of China was a ghost!

Inside the mechanical legion, Giant Shark breathed a sigh of relief once again, for
once, as if he had taken a chill pill and finally put his mind at ease!

The second-in-command captain, however, was still frowning, for who knew
what the outcome would be until it came to a final conclusion? He listened to the report and still

ordered the other side to proceed at full speed!

The corners of the giant shark's mouth dropped and he thought to himself that the

deputy was still being too careful, was he living too cautiously!

At this moment he went to look at Shen Xiyan and Gu Yue from the surveillance,
the playfulness in his eyes was heavy, if not for the F army controlling the scene, he would have

sent his own men to arrest these two people.

"Just wait a bit!"



Lin Hao didn't know all the views of the outside world, he was just seriously
perceiving the Extreme Dao! The invisible state of the Extreme Dao was a supreme sense, he fitted
into the limits of his body and had an absolute match with the martial dao and will, something
that could not be seen or touched, but could be released and inspired!

But where was that chance? How should he capture it, when Fang fought all the
way, he had two minds in one, resulting in? Xivuwu'er flicking Xizhanxi? The forest wolf T4000
caught numerous opportunities, and even several times was desperate, almost died on the spot,
but that glimmer of opportunity, but still did not lay caught!

"What the hell, what the hell is wrong with it!" Lin Hao roared in his heart, and at

this moment, he somewhat missed Blackened Lin Hao! Only the moment this thought came out,
Lin Hao killed it straight away!

He snapped out of it!

His eyes lit up, yeah. Why had he gotten himself into this situation, to be so
miserable! Why had the Heart of Regeneration been lost! It was all because he still wanted to use
external forces, causing his inability to use all his strength, always thinking of waiting and seeing,
and not having the Heart of Rebirth, which was a very horrible thought!
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"I can't wait for the promotion of the Extreme Dao state, and I don't have to look to wait for any
more opportunities! Back then I was weak, but I dared to launch the most vicious attack on the

immensely powerful Cang, even though I later knew that Cang was wounded and had problems

with his cultivation! But Cang was still immensely powerful! The will power I had then is still

there today! It's just that the difference was that I didn't dare to let go of the game, I didn't dare



to fight with a strong will as well as an extremely intense and serious mentality, and so that led to

my injury and to the loss of the initiative of the Heart of Regeneration!"

"How wrong I was! Big mistake... I was strong in my blackened state, but that
wasn't me after all! And he led a series of mistakes, if this ForestWolf T4000 hadn't tried to hunt
me down, then I would have lost my regenerating heart forever! Yes, I still have that thought, and
it's a horrible one! If it had been before, why would I have ever feared any side of this world?
Wherever Xie Yan looks, I will reach it if she wishes!"

"Forest Wolf T4000, don't you want to fight me to the death? Then fine, I
promise you!" Lin Hao roared, and launched himself towards the Forest Wolf T4000, this time,
he didn't have two minds, nor did he go looking for that one opportunity, but instead, he brought
his absolute will to fight, his terrifying physical skills, and his extremely keen observation

abilities!

The Lin Hao of this moment was the most perfect Lin Hao in his current extreme
dao state!

He had once again become stronger!

Watching Lin Hao kill, the Forest Wolf T4000 smiled!

"It's time to end this!" He muttered out of the corner of his mouth as his engines

rumbled to life, and he didn't hold back as he drove the launch up straight to a zero-degree point
state! His nuclear energy chip was running at high intensity, and in his abdomen, it was already
glowing scarlet red, from the heat!



The reasoning behind this? The Earth's San'er Chasi's Paxan Zero? The metal

skin was heat resistant, but it couldn't withstand being smoked by super heat all the time!

"Is it the final battle?"

Pope Peter stared, eyes wide, the superb will to fight that this duo exploded at this
moment, making the sea feel like a whirlwind had blown over it, a huge wave churning towards
the coast beyond, like a small atomic bomb had exploded on this island, setting off monstrous
waves!

The trees collapsed in rows, the birds in the forest were dismembered by the wind

blades, blood, guts and feathers were flying in the sky!

Anger, at its peak!

"Die! You've fought me for so long, forcing me to use all my faculties, you're
already strong! As usual, I'll thank you for that! So, your wife, I'll take care of her for you!" The
Forest Wolf T4000 still didn't forget to mention Shen Xiyan!

Lin Hao was already angry, now his eyes were spitting fire as he ruthlessly

charged up!

Under absolute physical skill!



The Forest Wolf T4000 came in with a tricky claw, ten cold arrows blocking

space and forcing Lin Hao's fierce attack backwards!

But! Lin Hao didn't retreat, but charged straight into the midst of those ten cold

mists, blasting down with a fierce punch on top of those sharp claws!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 was stunned, was this King of China crazy? How

could he fight himself hard, wasn't he afraid that his fist would be cut into pieces of flesh?

"Damn! This force is too strong!" Forest Wolf T4000 cursed in a low voice, this
was the first time he had been forced to retreat by Lin Hao under the state of using his skill
defense shield, not daring to shake his blade hard!

"Bang!" With a bang, Forest Wolf T4000 felt the pain coming from his arm and

stared at Lin Hao as he took several steps backwards, if he hadn't seen Lin Hao frowning, Forest
Wolf T4000 would have been scared to death!
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"It's not just injured! He couldn't take it either! I would shouldn't have doubted myself!" The
Forest Wolf T4000 flung his paws and killed up again!

Lin Hao didn't retreat at all, he swung his fist again, this time, he was even more
ruthless than the last punch!



The Forest Wolf T4000's eyes were fierce, this Lin Hao, was going to fight to the
death!

Lin Hao stared deadly at Forest Wolf T4000, at this moment in his mind, there
was only one sentence, that this man would die, he had insulted Shen Xiyan! That was the woman
he loved the most, he had never questioned a single thing for her, so how could he defile her?

Murderous intent boiled over again!

He also knew that in this state, the Forest Wolf T4000 would not be as wild and

rampant as before, and he would be afraid, and himself?

The pleasure was overwhelming! Such a state of combat is the ultimate expression

of the heart, and something into which his own flesh and blood memories are deeply embedded!
This is the only way to make yourself comfortable in a fight!

If he won, then all would be happy, and even if he lost, he would leave this man

dead and buried!

He looked back, inside that Garonne river, inside Toulouse, and it was as if he

saw a voice shadow, incomparably sinful was the beautiful woman standing over his heart, she
looked at herself, tender and moving, beautiful and generous, this was the sacred ground he was

guarding!



No one could reach up there!

"Damn you!"

That punch of Lin Hao's went down to kill again, a punch with no room to spare!
The air shook, the broken particles of mountain rock were shattered into powder, and smoke and

dust rolled upwards! The violent popping sound caused the Forest Wolf T4000's ears to throb
with pain, and he didn't hesitate as he swept his ten claws across, branching off the smoke and
dust as two claws killed Lin Hao's head, one left and one right!

"Go to hell!" He roared up, his body like a streak, a wolf's voice appearing and
disappearing in just a short instant!

"Bang Bang Bang!"

A violent and continuous collision made a powerful crashing sound!

A hole was blown in the top of the mountain by a powerful explosion of air, huge
trees fell piece by piece, and fires sprang up everywhere! The sea poured in and flooded the

mountain, and the next moment the fire in the forest didn't go out, it burst into flames again, a
black smoke rolled up and covered the sky!

The scene was shocking!



The battle didn't end there, the two figures tangled together, fighting back with

less than five metres between them, then they would intertwine again!

"This is a deadly fight!" Strong as Pope Peter was also slightly surprised at this

moment, a deadly fight? Such a strong man, and still? Er land Shanxi zero service land? There

was a deadly fight? Strong as he was, when faced with a threat, he still always thought of saving
his hand to stay, and that's why the scene was so chaotic!

But such as Lin Hao such a mysterious strength terrifying strong person, he
actually put himself into a desperate situation, hard to shake the forest wolf T4000 as the

representative of the M mechanical army scientific research, his will to fight, in the end how

terrifying!

This time, such a shocking scene, so that the crowd is not talking, not discussing,
the world's top brass are staring at this place, M country's mechanical legion internal virtual
channel, no one is commenting, no one is talking, no one dares to make a sound. At the same time,
inside a dark ruin in Forbidden Zone 51, inside a confined space framed by metal all around, a
dark-skinned black man stared at the scene and sighed!

No one knew what he was sighing about, but he was sighing!

"Is he so young and so strong in his will to fight? The Chinese, what kind of

monsters are they, what is their philosophy, what is their mind, what is it? Their divine collections,
why, the will to study them is impenetrable?" The black man seemed to be talking to himself

inside this metal confined room, and as if he was asking someone, only inside this space, just one
person a breathing presence ......
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"The Forest Wolf T4000 is definitely above Lin Hao's strength! Of course this is loaded with

countless technology, like this defense shield, if it was placed in front of him, he terrorized in

cultivating in growing for a year and a half, maybe there is still a possibility to break through, but
nowadays it can't be done anyway!" The black man continued, only to shake his head after he

finished, "But the ForestWolf T4000 was intimidated by this terrifying death-defying aura of Lin
Hao, and fell into his rhythm again, he, is not far from losing, no, is not far from dying!"

"Lin Hao's murderous heart is monstrous!" The black man threw himself on the

ground and said!

Such a powerful will to fight, to be honest, even he had only experienced a few,
the rest of the time, with the bottom card, with the test, with the point of the fight, like this kind
of fight, he rarely experienced!

Because that's the downside of the M-Mechs! It is also what the deputy captain

has been looking for, only unfortunately how can he find it, even for himself, he can't find it

ah ......

"HWA, this race is too mysterious! I have no room for them!" The black
strongman said with murderous intent.

Just a faint trailing voice appeared, a voice that was so bizarre that it appeared for

just that brief moment that it could not even be pounced upon ...... nor did he know who was

making it ......



"Disdain?"

The strong black man whispered, as if asking himself!

On the mountains and the sea, two peaks have been razed to the ground, the sea
water backed up, even all in a basin filled with sea water, swimming fish in the water, hanging on
top of the tree branches, like someone barbecuing at the bottom of the sea!

Forest Wolf T4000 was knocked away by Lin Hao's fist, he also a claw on Lin

Hao's body, above the arm there added a heart, blood shot, the flesh inside exposed, but good
Lin Hao's strength is terrifying, has been the Grand Master body healing quickly, resulting in very
little blood left!

The Grand Master, has an extremely strong self-healing ability, this is the first
thing Lin Hao felt!

The more the Forest Wolf T4000 fought, the more anxious he became: "Why,
why, aren't you afraid of pain? This is my origin body, a super terrifying weapon that combines

countless divine collections, it will bring all kinds of pain when it strikes you, but why, I can't feel
any pain in your expression!Why is that? Why?" TheWolf of the Forest, T4000, was going mad,
roaring and roaring, spitting blood from his mouth!

Apparently he was injured too!

Lin Hao laughed, so! Fighting was such a pleasure!



It turned out that the state he was after was always like this!

Lin Hao wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and killed again, he was
like a man of iron, not caring at all about the bruises on his body!

"Ah? Aizen closes the west to cover the steak Yi Yi?!"

Forest Wolf T4000 hissed, gritting his teeth and killing over again!

"Bang!"

There was a violent impact, like two metal plates hitting one another, and both of

their bodies sent a small tremor! But while the Wolf of the Forest T4000 fell back, Lin Hao took
the rest of the force hard and, enduring the pain, punched it again!

"Bang!"

"Boom!"



The Forest Wolf T4000 stared in disbelief, completely unable to believe this
moment of Lin Hao, that he had taken the residual power and then given himself a blow! This
damned King of China, was he really an Iron Man?

Who the hell is the cyborg?

Smashing into a mountainside, boulders exploded, debris flew, he climbed out of

it, the debris in his hands cut right through his sharp claws! So sharp!
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Cutting stones like tofu!

Just imagine how much damage it brought each time it slashed through Lin Hao's
body!

Lin Hao chased after it again, his scarlet eyes not meaning to stop! His body was
covered with a layer of blood that had already crusted over.

He looked like a bloody man, a bloody man in the middle of a battle! The aura
around his body was intense, a mixture of darkness, murderous intent, anger and blood, an aura
that was breathtaking! It's awe-inspiring!

The ForestWolf T4000's scalp filled with fear as it flew out of the pit and quickly

fled into mid-air!



"King of China, what kind of monster are you!" He questioned again, but what
awaited him was a punch from Lin Hao!

He was forced to return the blow, and this blow? Shan Yi Pai Di Di Yi Xi Wu? It

left a bruise on Lin Hao just the same, only he was sent flying once again!

"Who the hell is an Iron Man, I'm a cyborg alright!" He was stifled and questioned
angrily.

He rushed up, the energy shield's function was already about to collapse!

His mind, panic covered all over!

Countless voices came to his ears, that brief state of loss of voice, and after he was
suppressed by Lin Hao, all of a sudden, he was so strong that he grabbed the group and beat them
all up, cursed them all, heckled them all! But he didn't have the time, nor the opportunity,
because Lin Hao was staring at him, like he was staring at prey!

This King of China was truly immortal with him! It didn't leave him a chance to

rest at all, and immediately after they were blown away, they both stuck together, as if they were
magnets! But he didn't want to, he didn't want to, and he was very upset, but Lin Hao just
wouldn't give him what he wanted!



Staring at the Forest Wolf T4000 which was once again sent flying, a strange
feeling flooded Lin Hao's heart, a subtle feeling, as long as Lin Hao went to lay hold of it, he
could totally sense this opportunity, it's just that nowadays, Lin Hao wasn't in the pursuit of the
advancement of the Extreme Dao, he wasn't in the mood, nor did he want to pursue it!

Nowadays his purpose is simple, he can kill the Forest Wolf T4000 even if he

goes on like this!

At this moment, Lin Hao was raging, agitated, vicious! But with a clear purpose!

This glimmer of opportunity just now was the opportunity for the Extreme Dao to
advance, all he had to do was lay hold of it and slightly perceive it, and he could break the

shackles, but Lin Hao chose to ignore it!

But Lin Hao didn't care!

Because even now, he was sure that he could cut down the Forest Wolf T4000,
after all, it was only a matter of time now!

Lin Hao chased after him again, and again, he threw a fierce punch down! The
Forest Wolf T4000 spat out blood and flew backwards for dozens of steps, smashing into a deep
pit once again, splashing out tens of metres of water! It was like a bomb that exploded out of

nowhere!



The Wolf of the Forest T4000 coughs up blood violently, panic in his eyes as his
will to fight is gradually shattered! His energy shield still emitted an absolute glow, signifying
that its defensive shield was still powerful, but even if Lin Hao hadn't broken his defensive shield,
the fierce will to fight had now shocked his mind, and he was already routed from the bottom of

his heart!

Now, it was only a matter of time before he lost!

The mechanical legion was silent once again, the black strongman sighed and

closed the transmission, although he said that his side would lose, but when he really lost, he still
had some difficulty accepting it, after all, his side was strong, and much stronger, but the loss was
due to the problem that the deputy captain said, only, who would care?
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Even if he did, how much did he care?

"Going to lose? Heh, heh!" The golden hook swung in mid-air, not smashing into
the sandbox after all, the world, as usual, inside his eyes, several hidden places, outlined, inserted
with crimson and dangerous coloured brocade flags, here including the Pyramids, the Isle of the
Patriarchs, the Temple of Artemis and so on ......

He sneered, he was wild, he was angry, he stared at the giant shark, full of anger,
but helpless, the head of the main war faction giant shark but has a lot of people embraced ......
although he very much let this time against the battle lost, but once he thought that once this time
the Forest Wolf T4000 against Lin Hao if he lost, then their M mechanical army will be a great

blow to the morale, this is what they can not accept, but also the M army can not accept ...... so
he did not dare, even if this is a good opportunity to reform, he did not dare!



The giant shark was silent, plunged into an endless silence, his eyes inside, full of
killing intent, but there was nowhere to release it, but to bow his head, because he had the taunts

of another faction in his ears, he was a little angry, because it had come to this tense moment, but
there were still people who spoke out to taunt, just thinking about it, what qualification did he have
to speak out now? He was a loser, what could he say?

Disappointed, desperate, can't figure out why he's losing ......

The battle continues, but the loss is almost a foregone conclusion!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 is running around, no longer interested in fighting,
all he can think about is waiting for help!

Or, surrender!

He had read history and knew the Dragon Sect, and with his status, if he
surrendered, Lin Hao would never dare to kill him! After all, the Dragon Sect would not allow it!

So, the Forest Wolf T4000 overdrew its functions and kept casting its defence

shield in order to stall for time!

Lin Hao's will to fight was strong, very strong, and he didn't euphemistically
think about how to stop and take advantage of the time to sense the polar promotion!



All the creatures on this isolated island were plunged into an earthly purgatory!

The three warships received the deadly order to block and delay Yuanwu's entry
into the battlefield no matter what, and Ando's moment of triumph, amidst the agile evasions
under Yuanwu's might, gradually died of confidence in his desire for victory!

Only he had no way back, for the giant shark's side commanded that he would

block Yuanwu from entering the battlefield even if he died!

The meaning from above was even more blatant than that, Yuanwu would surely

defeat them eventually, but they couldn't let Yuanwu enter the battlefield easily as long as they

didn't die!

Ando knew that if he gave up, then his family, who would die violently in today's
sunshine, would never again have the chance to see a beautiful night and drink delicious beer ......

He was a bastard, but he also had people he cared about, his family, his wife, his
daughter ......

Despair, rising in his heart, not just his, but anyone present was in despair, those
who were forced to rebel were relaxed for a moment, they hadn't made it after all, and as lonely
souls could look out over the sea to their homeland! Losing was their last hope, and now it has

been achieved, that tree in their homeland, forever buried under their past, their love, thatched hut
inside, forever and ever with his heart of passionate love for the motherland ......



Of course, this ending did not? Fuzzy zero steak service Yi closed west? came

to ......

Yuan Wu is also relieved, Lin Hao side came Lin Hao prevailed the perception, he
is very happy, he came here for the purpose of breaking the taboo, is to save Lin Hao ......

Chapter 1440

Looking at the three submarines, Yuan Mo was finally able to let go and take care of these

troublesome guys!

Yuan Wu headed for the one on his left, the one that was the most aggressive,
under the deep sea, this submarine was like a ghost, he was moving very fast!

But when Yuanwu plunged headlong into the deep sea, the sea shook for a moment,
and the next moment!

Crisis wrapped itself around this deep-sea 'shark', and the navy inside the cabin

was in a state of shock, looking around, starting to panic, starting to fear!

Finally, Yuanwu rushes out from the deeper depths and slashes at the submarine!



The radar in the hold of the submarine sounded a violent alarm, and then the

operator of the launch pad, in total disregard of what the commander would only do, began to
panic and press indiscriminately, firing all the ammunition carried inside the hold, as soon as it
was available, in a short time!

"Are you crazy? Damn it, if all these bombs are fired, the submarine might
explode on its own! Even if it doesn't, it will still be affected by the explosion around it! Damn
you, you must be an A patriot, you bastard, you're killing us!"

Said the commanding officer as he fired several shots at several of the operators.

There were misfires and real patriotic warriors in there, but nobody cared about

any of that!

The rest of the people inside this cabin, showing bitter smiles He? Erxie dyed

shanpak yi wu xi? When patriotism has also become a fault ......

Yuan Wu circumvented every bureau launched out of the bomb, then that one,
with a deep sea blue ghostly light, towards this submarine, a knife cut down, instantly a dazzling
light, from the middle of the cabin penetrated and, instantly the cabin issued a tearing sound,
followed by, the boat broke apart from the middle, and faster and faster!

"Boom!" The deep sea shook again and huge bubbles of air and hot air emerged

from the surface!



Yuan Wu immediately exploded out of the sea, and as his white hair flew out of

the deep sea, his whole body exuded the majesty of a super power.

Then deep into the ocean floor again, he tackles the other two submarines, it only
takes a short time!

The giant shark kicked violently atop the counter in front of him, a hole instantly
appeared, the beautiful women in the distance outside the door shuddered in fear!

"Rubbish! It's all rubbish!"

"Damn this, what the hell did you all grow up on? At such great expense, why do
you keep producing all the trash! Fucking bastards!" The giant shark roared.

A sneering voice spoke and, "It's your people who are all bastards, if it was our
people, it certainly wouldn't be like this!"

"Clown!" The giant shark roared and said with a sneer, "You guys? What good are

you guys? Lurking in the darkness, sitting on dastardly assassinations? Sewer stinkers? Or

maybe waiting for you to steadily infiltrate and reap the fruits of victory? Do you think that's
possible? You are no match for the Jews, the Chinese, or the Easterners when it comes to mind
games! If you hadn't been obstructing us, how would China have developed like this? How much

of your infiltration has penetrated into China?" Already routed, the giant shark is not hiding, he is
angry and losing his mind!



Joker, as the head of the main war faction's resistance, just laughed in the face of
the main war faction leader Giant Shark's rage and didn't take it to heart ......

"Stop arguing, we haven't lost!" The deputy captain saw that the giant shark

T4000 had broken down to the point of having lost his mind, and cold couldn't help but say.
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